
Marketing Mead

Follow @Honey4Pros 
on Facebook, Instagram and Twitter



National Honey Board
Industry-funded agriculture promotion group that 
works to educate consumers and food and 
beverage processors about the benefits and uses 
for honey.

Research, marketing, advertising and 
promotional programs.

Ingredient Marketing Program
• Traditional: Bakery, Candy, Snack, Beverages
• Alcohol: Beer, Spirits and Mead
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What is a brand?
A brand is a name, term, design, 
symbol or any other feature that 
identifies one seller’s goods or 
service as distinct from those of 
other sellers.
American Marketing Association

The dominant trend in the craft beer 
industry in the last several years is sku
reduction and putting marketing efforts 
behind a small group of core brands.
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What is 
marketing?
Marketing is the activity, set of 
institutions, and processes for 
creating, communicating, 
delivering, and exchanging 
offerings that have value for 
customers, clients, partners, and 
society at large.
American Marketing Association

“May you ditch malt-based hard seltzer for 
one with real vodka and real juice.”
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Branding and marketing 
are uniquely yours. But… 
What’s trending in the alcohol industry?
• Looking at recent successes as pathways for success for mead

What are consumers are saying about mead?
• What are they also saying about honey?

What are mead makers saying about the category? 
• A rising tide lifts all boats….

What sommeliers and beverage directors are saying about mead?
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what’s trending in the 
alcohol industry
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“The Next Big Thing”
Craft Beer

⬇
Hard Sodas and Root Beers

⬇
Hard Seltzers

⬇
RTD Cocktails 

and Spirits-Based Seltzers

⬇

“The alcohol beverage consumer 
wants more choice and wants 
different beverages for different 
occasions. Craft brewers will need to 
pivot and be more nimble about 
bringing products to market that are in 
the beer-adjacent space.

And whoever stumbles upon the next 
big thing will catch lightning in a 
bottle.”

Nico Freccia, co-founder 
of 21st Amendment Brewery.

?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Describe physical characteristics in this slide
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The Seltzer Slayers: RTD Cocktails and 
Spirits-Based Seltzers

Why the shift?

1. The “next big thing”

1. Health perception

2. Platform for innovation

What’s missing?
All of the key reasons why consumers 
buy food and beverages:

• Taste

• Price

• Healthfulness

• Convenience

• Sustainability

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
TastePriceHealthfulnessConvenienceSustainability
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the ”next big thing”
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MAKING MEAD THE “NEXT BIG THING”
1. Why aren’t people drinking more mead 

already? Awareness or availability?

2. Branding and marketing: What’s in a name 
and on the bottle.

3. Finding a focus
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Why aren’t people drinking more mead?
What Mead Makers Say 
Rank the challenges to increased mead consumption?

1. General awareness
2. People think mead is always sweet
3. Uneven quality of mead on the marketplace
4. Price
5. Limited availability on restaurant menus / wine lists
6. Competition from other categories
7. Limited shelf space at liquor / grocery stores
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Why aren’t people drinking more mead?
What Consumers Say:
What would encourage you to purchase more mead?

47.3% If it was available where I purchase / drink alcohol

40.9% If it was priced comparably to what I usually drink

36.1% If I could purchase a sample pack

34.5% If I knew more about it

28.7% If it tasted different

7.6% If it was served in a can
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Why aren’t people drinking more mead?
What Sommeliers and Beverage Directors Say:
Why is mead not served at most restaurants and bars?
• The mead industry does not engage with beverage professionals

• We need education about your products and story

• We need to understand the mead industry’s knowledge about 
marketing around food and mead pairings

• We need ideas for cocktail programs and tasting flights
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WHAT’S IT ALL MEAN?
1. Awareness is not the biggest challenge for mead. 

Availability is across all distribution platfoms.

2. Engagement with beverage directors, sommeliers, 
liquor store owners is key for growth of category.  

3. Quality is an issue in the mind of mead makers, but 
not for most consumers and beverage professionals.
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Making mead the “next big thing”
Branding: What’s In the Name?
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Which label is most appealing to you?

34% 26% 23% 17%
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Which label is most appealing to you?

38% 25% 23% 14%
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Which label is most appealing to you?

32% 26% 25% 17%
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Top 3 Most Appealing Labels

1 2 3
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Honey is having 
a moment
Recent USDA report on honey 
consumption just released.

Countless surveys (internal and 
external) rank honey as the clear 
consumer preference for sweeteners.

Explosive growth in food and beverage 
products made with honey.
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health perception
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WHAT’S IT ALL MEAN?
1. Capitalize on honey’s momentum in the marketplace, 

especially if you’re crafting a low-abv canned mead.

2. Both traditional and low-abv meads have big opportunities 
in better-for-you positioning. Don’t be afraid to lean into it.

3. Don’t be afraid to focus branding on how mead should 
make you “feel.”
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platform for innovation
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Top-Selling 
Hard Seltzers

Top-Selling 
Ready-to-Drink
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Fruit and Variety Packs
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Fruit and Variety Packs
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What Consumers Say:

100% Fruity
70% Sweet
39% Semi-Sweet
28% Spiced
21% Dry
20% Carbonated
15% Spicy
13% Botanical / Herbal

How would you describe the 
meads you have tasted

81% Sweet
80% Fruity
65% Semi-Sweet
55% Spiced
47% Carbonated
42% Dry
39% Botanical / Herbal 
37% Spicy

What types of mead are you 
open to trying
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WHAT’S IT ALL MEAN?
1. Focus marketing and product development on fruit-forward products.

2. Use variety/sample packs to position mead as a category and not a 
beverage

3. Invest in your online store, optimize it, advertise it and market it

4. Innovate through mead cocktails and collaborations
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who should mead be 
targeting?
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Who mead makers say is 
most likely to buy mead

59% Males
41% Females

Gender RTDs
60% Female
62% 25-40 years old

54% 35-44 years old
34% 25-34 years old
12% 45-54 years old

Age

Who’s buying other 
alcohol categories

Seltzers
53% Female
30% 25-34 years old
Craft Beer
Mainly males between the 
ages of 21-44

43% Beer
35% Wine

Competition
Wine
59% females 
and skews old, but
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WHAT’S IT ALL MEAN?
1. Meaderies should focus their marketing efforts on 

young female drinkers who consume based on 
“feels.” 

2. Women are driving emerging category 
consumption. To make mead the “next big thing,” 
the gateway is through female drinkers. 

3. Significant opportunity to for the very youngest 
wine drinkers to embrace mead and make it their 
“own”
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THANK YOU!
Follow us at

@Honey4Pros
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